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DISCLAIMER  

 
This Anthology is for spreading Goodness. The writershave 

beautifully penned their every emotion through their writings and 

they have given their words that the write ups are hundred percent 

free from plagiarism. So, if any plagiarism is detected in the book 

neither the publishing house nor the compiler will be responsible. 

Co-authorôs are expected to present their original content only and 

hence they will be solely responsible for their respective content. 
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ABOUT THE BOOK  

 

 
ñBlooming in Adversityò is an anthology compiled by  

Sakshi Kapoor, under SGSH Publication. Fifty co-authors penned 

their wonderful thoughts on different themes in this anthology. 

This anthology is written using simple and easily understandable 

words. This anthology depicts that in everyone's life there comes a 

time when they feel low or they want to give up. But that's not an 

option in that situation be like a flower that blooms even in adverse 

conditions! 

So this Anthology is just a try by Compiler Sakshi Kapoor to bring 

those words in paper and learn how to embrace life and It's 

musings!! 
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Sakshi Kapoor 

(Compiler) 

 
Hey readers!  

This is Sakshi Kapoor.  

A strong headed women who belongs from finance 

fraternity. Finance and literature are like her heart and 

soul. One keeps her going and the other keeps her dreams 

alive.  

She hails from Patna, Bihar. At the time of Covid-19 she 

started her Instagram page named @girl_without_anyjob. 

Also to read her Novel go to amazon and search for "You 

and Me (A Rollercoaster Ride)" by Sakshi Kapoor 

available on Amazon. 
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Free from Cage! 
 

Once there was a girl who used to give others all the love she has 

but the sad part it she never get the same in return. 

One find day she met a person and they just Zinged. 

Finally the day came. The day of their marriage. She was very 

happy as finally she will be going to get a partner who will let her 

fly. 

Yes it was new beginnings for her. Her turning point of life. As she 

was about to fly. Fly away from chains and cages. Her new phase 

of life begin!! 

He used to give her all the love she ever dreamt of. They used to 

hangout together. They used to go to dates and he even took her to 

meet his family. That day she realised that she has got the love of 

her life. As the girl was never allowed to dream back at her won 

home. Her family always kept her under an invisible cage. But 

after meeting that guy she thought that now she'll be free. Free 

from all the invisible chains and cages that were stopping her from 

flying. 
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I Love You! 
 

I love you in rhythms, 

in unplayed genres of music,  

beyond shallow criticism,  

beyond reason and logic.  

 

I love you, 

Despite what they say. 

My love for you exists 

Beyond the black and whites 

and all the greys. 
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Muskan Jan 

 
Muskan jan halling from Manchowa(Budgam).Currently doing U.G in 

Womens college Srinagar.She started writing  from very little age and 

later in secondaries she knows how to write in a proper way."Binti 

yousuf" is her pen name and she usually writes Urdu and English poetry.  

She is co-author of more than ten books and she felt peace when she 

wrote down things.She also does painting,calligraphy and craft.  
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You are unique, 

But if your behavior is like as you are.  

 

Hope is like that mountain  

which give you a strength  to fight against all the obstacles that 

comes in your life 

 

She stuck in her life,  

At that time she needs a hand which holds her,  

But everytime she got a finger which questioned her. 
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Jia Monica 

 
Jia Monica is a poetess, ghostwriter of romance novels and up and 

coming author of her own poetry collection and novels. She balances 

her full-time corporate work, family, writing and becoming a business 

owner with the help of self-love, confidence, time management and few 

cups of coffee. It is her desire to help others do it, too... Minus the few 

cups of coffee for those who prefers tea. 
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A flower  

 
Accept the gift within, 

the gift of womanhood. 

Like a flower  

given by a lover. 

This gift makes you bloom 

in times of adversity 

in times of agony. 

As time passes by 

you grow in wisdom, 

you go chasing dreams, 

you glow in beauty. 

The gift of womanhood 

makes you shine 

like jewels in a crown 

like stars in the night sky. 

Like a flower who blooms 

more beautiful in adversity, 

An empowered woman 

is what women should be. 
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Sundas S 

 
I started writing during my teenage when I was also studying literature . 

It helped me realise how to put thoughts into words and words into 

phrases and rhymes .Sometimes there is a deep urge to write all 

through the day and then there are times when I don't write at all. 

Nature inspires me to write so as humans and their kind or not so kind 

nature . I love to express my thoughts about how I feel about 

relationships and how certain emotion feels like through poems and 

phrases. I am a huge nature lover. I love to observe nature and pour it 

into my words. I am moody as hell . I am always on a rollarcoaster of 

mood swings all through the day .I write when I can't hold it back. I 

believe you can't write with a busy mind . You can write only when your 

mind is at peace with your soul and your soul is not wandering places , 

rest are just thoughts .  
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Dreams  

 
Shattered dreams  

an unknown voice  

Right from inside of my being 

How loosing people  

does it means  

I am standing on my own 

With nothing and no one to lean  

Does it really hard 

No its not it has never been 

 

 
HAZE  

My ways are lost 

My eyes in pain 

I don't want to see  

What is there if anything remain 

My legs are trembling  

My feet are sour 

I hardly want to move my feet again 

Am I a blind  

Or this world is 

Or this haze making me go insane  
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Dr. R Shirley Gainneos 

 
Dr. Shirley is a dentist from Nagercoil. She is fond of writing a lot of 

stories and poems. She has been writing ever since she was young. She 

likes to read a lot of books written by different authors and poets. Her 

other interests include painting, sketching, travelling, photography, 

singing, listening to music and playing the piano.  
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A SEASONAL LIFE 

 
Reborn with a yearning heart, 

Curious of what's outside the pot;  

Masquerades galore, every shade I had bought, 

Summer melded faces, lessons were taught;  

Full of hope and lies, couldn't connect every dot. 

 
Shivers made me young, sun still up,  

Time to make a mark, harvest the candy crop!  

Now you climb to top, oh careful! Don't drop!  

Winter chills under my shorts, sipping tea with a silly cap, 

Country music, trips & sips, new found guides without a map! 

 
The earnest gloom drenched my boyhood to create a man, 

A mountain on my shoulders, no money in the van;  

Showers cleared the mist, guides so anxious they all ran;  

Flooded, overwhelmed, I knew spring was at hand,  

Oh what a tragedy ! Sold my soul for a band. 

 
Shed my leaves to look majestic,  

Grew new ones, still opportunistic,  

Scars made me strong, time's a great magic;  

A brand new person, built brick by brick,  

Will I ever get to spring? Or was this all for a kick? 
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Swati Chaurasiya 

 
̠ūŅů ĻŻőŬśŐū ōūƁŇū ÆĨɃő ƬŇŶŘ  ÅĶů őŜŉŶ ŗūœů Ŝŷ  ËŗŜ ĮĶ ļūƧū Ŝŷ  ËĨʌŶ 

ĤŋŉŶ ĥś å ŋūś Ĺŀ őŜů ĹŀŉūĲƁ ĶŶ  ōūőŶ ŏŶ Ŭœķŉū ŋśɻ Ŝŷ  Ë ̠ūŅů Ĥō 

ŅĶ ŬĶŅūōźƁ ŏŶ Ĥŋŉů őĻŉūĮſ Ŭœķ ĻŰĶů Ŝŷëï Ë  
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śŇƌ Ķů őūŅƎ ŐūŇ ĥŅů Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

ǎźƁŬĶ ŗź Ŏů ŜŏŉŶ Ņʌū ŬōŅūħ ņů  ¿¿¿ 

ŬĶśů Ķů ŐūŇźƁ śƁĸ ŉŜů ¿¿¿ 

ŉ ŬĶśů Ķů ōūŅƎ ņů  ¿¿¿¿ 

ōś ņů Ņź Ŝŏūőů  ¿¿¿¿ 

ķūƁśů ĳő ĽŰĶūŏ Ķů ĶŜūŉů ¿¿¿¿ 

Ĥō ŐŶ śŰŉūŅŶ Ŏů ŬĶśŶ ¿¿¿ 

śźĻū ĨʌŶ ŐūŇźƁ ŏƎ  ŐūŇ Ķő œŶ  ¿¿¿¿ 

ņźłū śŇƈ Ŏů œĸů ņů Ħś ŇŌū ¿¿¿ 

ŗź ŇŇƈ Ŏů ĤĶŶ œŶ śŜū ņū  ¿¿¿¿ 

ĥŉŶ ŗūœŶ ŏĽƈ Ŏů ĤĶŶ œŶ ĶūŀƎĸŶ ¿¿¿¿ 

ǎźƁŬĶ ŏŰľŶ ŜźŉŶ ŗūœŶ  ¿¿¿ 

ŏĽƔ Ķů  Ňŗū ŬŏœŅů Ŝŷ Ħś ĽŜūſ ŏƎ  ¿¿¿ 

ōŶŘĶ ŇőǤū̏ őŜŅů Ŝŷ ķŰŇū śŶ ¿¿¿¿ 

Ħ˫ å Į å ŏĽƈ ŉ œĸŶ ¿¿¿¿  

śŰŉū Ŝŷ ōŶĦƁŅŜū ŇŇƈ ŜźŅū Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

ŬĽśŶ ŉ Ķźħ ŗŷɦ ŁůĶ Ķő ŋūĮ ¿¿¿¿ 

ŉ Ķźħ ŌĶůő  ¿¿¿ 

ŉ Ĥśő ĶőŅů ŇŰĥ  ¼ŉ Ŝů Ķźħ Ňŗū  ¿¿¿  

ōś ŇŇƈ Ŝů ŇŇƈ ļū ĽūŅū Ŝŷ ŬĽ̛ ŏŶ ¿¿¿ 

ĳő śŇƈ Ķů őūŅƎ Ņź ĶŰ ļ ŋœ Ķū ŇŇƈ ŇŶŅů Ŝŷ¿¿¿ 

ŋő Ħ˫ åĮ å ŏĽƈ  ¿¿¿¿ 

Ŝő őūŅ Ķź ŇŇƈ śŶ Ŏő ŇŶĸū¿¿¿¿ 
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Rajiya Anwar Hussain Mulla 

 
My name Rajiya Anwar Hussain Mulla. 

I'm 17 years old and I'm a student. I'm not professional writers but i like 

to writing. 
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Endymion (for Music) 

 
The apple trees are hung with gold. And birds are loud in Arcady. The 

sheep fie blearing in the fold, The wild goat runs across the wold, But 

yesterday his love he told. 1 know he will come back to me. O rising 

moon! O Lady moon! Be you my lover's sentinel. You cannot choose but 

know him well. For he is shod with purple shoon. You cannot choose but 

know my love, For he a shepherd's crook doth bear. And he is soft as 

any dove. And brown and curly is his hair. 

 
The turtle now has ceased to call Upon her crimson-footed groom, The 

grey wolf prowls about the stall, The lify's singing sceneschal Sleeps in 

the fily-bell, and all The violer hills are lost in gloom. O risen moon! O 

holy moon! Stand on the top of Helice, And if my own true love you see. 

Ah! if you see the purple shoon.. The hazel crook, the fad's brown hair, 

The goat-skin wrapped about his arm. Tell him that I am waiting where 

The rushlight glimmers in the Farm. 

 
The falling dew is cold and chill. And no bird sings in Arcady. The little 

fauns have left the hill. Even the tired daffodil Has closed its gilded 

doors, and still My lover comes not back to me. False moon! False 

moon! O waning moon! Where is my own mue lover gone. Where are 

the lips vermilion. The shepherd's crook, the purple shoon? Why spread 

that silver pavilion. Why wear that veil of drifting mist? Ah! thou hast 

young Endymion, Thou hast the lips that should. 
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Supriya C.S.K 

 
As a co-author Supriya is a good writer from Chennai.She has been 

writing poetry for more than 1 year.She wants to be an aspiring poet in 

future. 
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"Pickup your life's ride 

Enjoy the life's journey 

Do not look for destinations 

Just enjoy the thrill across" 

"Hard work never fails 

In turn it makes us  

Unfortunately to head  

Onto the path of success " 

"Never ever give up  

Because First attempt  

never fails since you 

Make efforts after your failure" 

"All the glitters are not gold 

Gold is always precious if 

It's not fake but still we 

Should believe that old is gold" 
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Shiv Singh 

 
I'm a Guinness World Record holder singer-songwriter who has worked 

along with America½s very popular sound engineer ¼Peter Doell½ and 

several renowned bollywood musicians such as Antara Mitra, Deepanshi 

Nagar, Abhishek Ghatak, Kohinoor Mukherjee, Tapas Roy & many more. 

I was also a part of India½s Got Talent season 08½s runner up band 

¼thelive100experience½. My poetry and lyrics have been published in 

USA, Canada and several Indian newspapers. I'm the author of 'ĨƁś'& 

co-author of 4 anthologies. My song ¼Ek Tum Ho Ek Main Hoon½ was FM 

Tadka's Mic Ke Soorma's semi-finalist. 
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ĻœŶ ņŶ śŌő ŏƎ ŉ ĽūŉŶ ŬĶśŶ ŋūŉŶ Ŝŏ¼ 

ĥ ĸĮ ŜƑ œŻŀ ĶŶ  ŬŌő śŶ ŏŐķūŉŶ Ŝŏ 

 

ŏŐ Ŏů Ŝŷ ŏŜŬţœ Ŏů ŏĸő śūŝů ŉŜů ¼ 

ŬĶśśŶ ĶŜƎ ĤŋŉŶ ŅŝśůőåĮåţśūŉŶ ŜŏÃ  

 

ĤĽō ōŶĶśů őŜŅů Ŝŷ ŬŇœ ŏƎ¼ 

ƞĮ Ľō śŶ Ņůő åĮåŉŠő ĶŶ  ŬŉŘūŉŶ Ŝŏ 

 

ĸŬœŐźƁ ŏƎ ĤǙő Ĺűŏū ŬŌőŅŶ ŜƑ ŅŶőů¼ 

ǎū Ĥō Ŏů ŜƑ ŅŶőŶ ŇůŗūŉŶ ŜŏÃ 

 

Ħ˷ ŉŶ ŜŏƎ őƁĸůŉ Ķő ŬŇŐū ¼ 

ŗőŉū ņŶ ōšŶ Ŝů śūŇŶ Ŝŏ 
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Meghana Nagesh Pai 

 
Meghana Nagesh Pai residing in Virar, Maharashtra. She just cleared her 

10th std and now studying in D G Ruparel college. Her aim is to become 

professor and to do PhD in English literature. 
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Dreams Do Work 

 
Dreams don't work 

Unless you do 

Set your aim 

And see who can stop you 

 
Dreams don't die 

Unless you let them to 

Aim to fly high 

Then everything you can do 

 
Dreams don't stumble 

Unless you start to grumble 

Don't lose sight of your goal 

As only on top you can see whole 

 
Failure is not the defeat 

That's first step in achieving feat 

You will always gleam 

When you'll follow your dream 

 
                     -Meghana N Pai 
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Muhammad Salim Yunusa 

 
Muhammad Salim Yunusa is a Nigerian poet, an artist, calligrapher, and 

fashioner. He has a strong passion for nature, art and beauty. He loves 

being in studio and beautiful places. 

 His works appear in both national and international magazines, like 

Opinion, Todaypost, World Voices Magazine, etc. 
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Friendship 

 
They say friendship 

Is a single soul 

Dwelling in two bodies 

But our's is an adhesive 

Blending two souls 

To become one  

So that we share the same 

feelings  

The same blood  

The same time at the same time. 
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Esha Gupta 

 
Esha Gupta, native of Haldaur, district Bijnor (U.P.), currently pursuing 

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics(hons). She loves writing and her 

thought provoking mind always inspires her to write more & more. 

Apart from writing, she loves crafting and photography. She is an active 

participant in different poetry contests.  She has been a part of about 

ten  anthologies yet. 
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ŀűŀŶ ŬŇœ ĶŶ  œźĸ ĤǙő ŜſśŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ 

 

ŀűŀŶ ŬŇœ ĶŶ  œźĸ ¼ĤǙő ŜſśŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ ¿¿¿  

ĽŏūŉŶ ŏƎ ĶŇŏ őķŉŶ śŶ łőŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ 

ĥĽĶœ œźĸ ŐŜūſ ŬŇœ śŶ ķŶœŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ ÁÁ 

 

ŏƑŉŶ ŇŶķū Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

Ĩś ŏŰ̉ūŉ ĶŶ  ŋůļŶ Ķů ĸŜőūħ Ķź 

Ĩś ŠūŬœŏ Ķů ļŰŋů ƞħ ƚśŗūħ Ķź ÁÁ 

 

ŏƑŉŶ śŏľū Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

Ĩś ĶŶ  ŋůļŶ ļŰŋŶ ƞĮ ĸŏ Ķź 

ŬŌő Ŏů Ķźħ ŬŘĶūŐŅ ŉŜůƁ ŜźŅů ĨŉĶź ÁÁ 

 

ŏƑŉŶ Ľūŉū Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

ŗŶ ŇűśőźƁ ŋŶ Ŏőźśū ĶőŉŶ śŶ łőŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ 

ŀűŀŶ ŬŇœ ĶŶ  œźĸ ¼ĤǙő ŜſśŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑ ÁÁ  

 

ŏƑŉŶ śůķū Ŝŷ ¿¿¿ 

Ħś ŇŰŬŉŐū ŏƎ Ķźħ ŬĶśů Ķū śĸū ŜźŅū ŉŜůƁ 

ōś ĮĶ ŏūſ åōūŋ Ŝů Ŝŷ Ľź ŬĶśů śŶ Ňĸū ĶőŅŶ ŉŜůƁ ÁÁ  

 

ŅŰŏ Ŏů ŋŜĻūŉ œź ¿¿¿ 

Ħŉ ŋŶ ĸŏ Ķź ļŰŋūŉŶ ĶŶ  őū̏Ŷ ōƞŅ ŜƑ 

ŀűŀŶ ŬŇœ ĶŶ  œźĸ ¼ĤǙő ŜſśŅŶ ōƞŅ ŜƑÁÁ¿¿¿ 
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Madhavi Dineshbhai Solanki 

 
My name is madhavi solanki and I am a m.com student at Sardar patel 

University of v.v nager , Anand ( Gujarat ).I love writing Short poems , 

stories , quotas in various online platforms like story mirror app , my 

quotas app etc. I specially writing in categories of love , motivation and 

inspirational ...  
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Ŭŗ˵ūś Ķőź ŞŰŇ ŋő  Á¿¿ 

 

Ŭŗ˵ūś Ķőź  ¼śō ŅŰˇƎ ŬŏœŶĸū Ľź ŅŰŏŉŶ ĻūŜū Ŝŷ  ¼  

śō ŅŰˇƎ ŬŏœŶĸū Ľź ŅŰŏŉŶ ŏūƁĸū ŜŶ ¿¿¿ 

śō ŅŰŏ ŋū śĶŅŶ Ŝź ¼ĶźŬŘŘ Ņź Ķőź ĮĶ ōūő  ¼  

ņźšū ŞŰŇ ŋŶ Ĳő ņźšū ħ˵ő ŋŶ ŐĶůŉ Ņź őķź  ¿¿¿ 

śō ŬŏœŶĸū ŅŰˇƎ śŜů ŗǃ Ķū ĦƁŅŠūő Ņź Ķőź  ¼ 

ŋūŉū Ŝŷ ŅŰˇƎ ĥśŏūŉ Ņź ĮĶ ōūő ĽŏůƁ śŶ Ĩšūŉ Ņź Ŏőź  ¼ĮĶ ōūő ŞŰŇ Ķź 

Ĳő ĤŋŉŶ Ķź śŋŉƎ  ŋƁķ Ņź Ňź 

ŐŶ ŏŅ śźĻź ŬĶ ǎū Ŝźĸū »Ķŷ śŶ Ŝźĸū  ÃĮĶ ōūő ŏƁŬŠœ ŋūŉŶ ĶŶ  ŬœĮ  ¼

ŘƚĥŅ Ņź Ķőź ¿¿¿  

ĽŷśŶ ōůĻ śŏŰƁŇő ŏƎ ŉūŬŗĶ Ĥŋŉū őū̏ū ķźĽ œŶŅū Ŝŷ  ¼ĽŷśŶ Ŭōŉū ŉǓźƁ ĶŶ  ŋƁļů 

ĨšŅŶ Ŝŷ Ŭōŉū ķźŐŶ ¼Ĥŋŉů ŏƁŬŠœ ŋūŉŶ ĶŶ  ŬœĮ  ¼Ņź Ŭţő ŅŰŏ ǎźƁ łőŅŶ Ŝź  ÃÃ  

ŅŰˇūőŶ ŋūś Ņź ŅŰˇūőŶ śŋŉƎ Ŝŷ ŅŰˇƎ śŜů őūŜ ŬŇķūŉŶ ĶŶ  ŬœĮ ¼śūņ ŇŶŉŶ ĶŶ  ŬœĮ 

Ňź̏ ĳő ŋŭőŗūő ĳő ĨśśŶ Ŏů șūŇū ŅŰˇūőū Ľűŉűŉ ¼ŜŻśœū ¼ňŷŐƈ Ĳő ĶŰ ļ 

Ķő ŬŇķūŉŶ Ķů ƬŶőńū Ŏů Ŝŷ  ¼Ņź ŞŰŇ ŋő Ŭŗ˵ūś Ķőź  ¼ŏŅ łőź ĶŰ ļ ļźŀů śů 

ĤśŌœŅūĲ śŶ ŐŶ Ņź ŬĽƁŇĸů Ķů Ŭśķ Ŝŷ ŅŰˇƎ ŉħ őūŜ ŬŇķūŉŶ Ķū  ¼ĨśśŶ 

Ŭśķ œŶ Ķő ŉħ Ĩšūŉ Ŏőź Ĥŋŉů ŏƁŬŠœ Ķů Ĳő ĤŋŉŶ śŋŉƎ Ķů Ĳő ĽŜūƁ 

ŅŰŏ Ĥŋŉů ŬĽƁŇĸů Ķů ŬĶŅūō ŏƎ ĶŰ ļ ŐūŇĸūő ŋœ śūŬŏœ Ķő śĶź  ¼ŬĽƁŇĸů 

ĸŰœŠūő ōŉū śĶź  ¼Őű ĶŎů ŬŉőūŘ ŏŅ őŜź ŞŰŇ ŋő ņźšū śū Ŝů śŜů Ŭŗ˵ūś 

Ķőź Á¿¿¿¿ 
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YOKATAA G S 

 
ºA Dentist by profession but a Writer by passion». 

She's a vivid learner, loves to sketch portraits,read books,learn new 

languages and also does academic research.She's been a co-author for 

numerous anthologies. 

Simply,Jack of all trades, master of none!κλμν  
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NARCISSISM 

 
There must be some silver lining, 

I've seen it long before, 

The edges,they were shining, 

when I laid down on the floor. 

 
And when the fog had lifted, 

No darkness to be seen; 

The air, once it had shifted, 

It bore a quiet,tranquil scene. 

 
There amongst the flowers, 

And other things I'd grown, 

I found a silent power, 

Entirely my own. 

 
The power of perception, 

And how to love my own, 

To foil life's deceptions, 

and call my soul,my home. 
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Binod Dawadi 

 
He is Binod Dawadi. He has completed his Master's Degree in Major 

English from Tribhuvan University. He is a writer, teacher and a social 

worker. He has composed many poems, songs,  and stories. His hobbies 

are reading, writing, watching movies , traveling etc. He is a very 

sociable person. He likes to gather with the friends. He is always helping 

to the poor people of the society. His dream is to become a successful 

and a great writer. 
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Blooming In Adversity 

 
There are wars, 

There are diseases, 

There are starvation, 

There are natural calamities, 

There are lack of money to survive, 

 
The life becomes like as non-living thing like stones, 

But also in these critical situations, 

We are saving ourselves, 

And expression ourself as the happier, 

Person of the world, 

 
We are like the blooming flowers, 

Like as the rose and lotus grows, 

In the adversity in the difficulties, 

Like that we are growing here in the difficulties, 

When can we get happiness we don't know. 

 

©®  Binod Dawadi 

Nepal 
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Ranbir Bhakat 

 
Author by heart and passion.  

Writing since He was 16.  

 
His writeups touches reality and reaches everyone's heart. After 

publishing his own book he wants to explore more. He wants to grasp 

and grow in his writing journey. 

 
Wrote about 250+ Anthologies & 2 Solo Book in preparation. 

 
Gmail: ranbirbhakat5456@gmail.com 

Insta Id: @_writing__tales_ 
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I WASN'T ALONE ! 

 
For most of my life, I've been on a quest 

To discover just who I might be, 

Earnestly searching, day after day, 

So desperate to recognize me. 

 
I've felt moments of utter fulfillment 

And moments I couldn't go on, 

But I knew for the sake of my heart and my soul, 

To succeed, I would have to be strong. 

 
But the people around me seemed so lost themselves 

That I feared I might be on my own. 

But then there'd be someone who would reach out and help 

And remind me I wasn't alone. 
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Deepu Chavan 

 
This is Deepu Chavan from Bengaluru, Karnataka. Born on 22nd July 

2001 in a tiny little village called Nagpuri (Arisikere), Hassan, Karnataka. 

Spent school life in Vijaya Bharathi school (T-Dasarahalli), Bengaluru 

from pre-nursery to 3rd standard and from 4th to 10th in Blossom 

school (Bagalagunta), Bengaluru. 11th and 12th in BGS PU College 

(Hessarghatta), Bengaluru. Presently doing Bachelor's in B.sc Genetics 

(2nd Year) in Padmashree Institute of Management and Science 

(Kengri), Bengaluru. Hobbies are Reading books, writing books, art 

work, Singing, dancing, Badminton, Tennis and Reading different 

subjects to gain knowledge. 
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A Mighty Tree 

 
Wind blows day and night, 

Stealing Mighty Trees leaves. 

Than snapped its branches, 

And tire it's bark, 

Until the mighty tree was tired and stark. 

 
But still the mighty tree held it's ground, 

While the other trees fell away. 

The tight wind gave up and spoke, 

"How can you still be standing mighty tree"? 

 
Mighty Tree said, I know that you  

Can break my branches into two, 

You carry my leaves away, 

Shakes me from down. 

 
But my roots are deeper in mother earth, 

Grown stronger since my birth. 

You can't touch them so simple, 

Their are my deeper parts. 
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S.V Harshini Priya 

 
Harshini Priyaa is a talented girl in drawing, singing and event managing. 

She is a blogger, poetess, youtuber, compiler and an artist. She is a co-

author of 50+ anthologies. She has written the novel "The Land Of 

Horrible Nightmares", online and it has crossed many views. She is 

always amiable with others and loves to face new challenges. 
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Moon  

 
The moon appears to be a silver plate  

The big and round whom to see, I await. 

I like to stand and run, in our terrace 

To find that, whether it chases me or I did chase. 

 
It loves to amuse with me, Hide-and-seek. 

And merely smiles, above the mountain peak. 

 
The moon plays with me a special game 

For not always remaining the same. 

Sometimes full, either time crescent 

Another day half, but I don't know, 

What it's gonna be present. 

 
The moon followed me or I followed it? 

I tried to prank, In the corners I hid. 

But, to my surprise it smiled  

And still chased me, 

When I peeped in the walls amid.  

 
By accepting defeat,  

I strolled in the park through the night 

The moon followed me, while back to home. 

Or, I followed it, I don't certainly know. 

 
---- S.V. HARSHINI PRIYAA 
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Nilofar Farooqui Tauseef 

 
Nilofar Farooqui Tauseef,  born and brought up from Bihar Sharif, 

Nalanda but living in Mumbai. She has completed MCA and MBA. 

Software Engineer by profession and writer by passion. She loves 

penning down her thoughts, emotions through her writing. For her"Pen 

is a sword to bring revolution". She wants to make a new changes in life 

by the motivational quotes or speeches. You can check her fb and 

instagram handled - @writernilofar  
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ĮĶ ĤœŬŗŇū Ņź ĶŜ śĶŅŶ ņŶ ŅŰŏ 

 

ĮĶ Ŝŏ ŜƑ Ľź Ŭōŉ ŅŶőŶ ¼őŜ ŉ śĶŶ ί 

ĮĶ ŅŰŏ ņŶ Ľź ĤœŬŗŇū ĶŜ ŉ śĶŶ ί 

 

ĥŞőů ōūő Ľō ţźŉ ŅŰŏŉŶ ŬĶŐū¼ 

ĹőŏƎŘŜŉūħĶůňűŏņůĳŒŐŶŬŇœōŶŝőūőί 

ŜūņźƁ ŏƎ ŅŰˇūőŶ ŉūŏ Ķů ŏŶŜƁŇů œĸūĮ ¼ 

Ŝő ŋœ Ķő őŜů ņů  ¼ŅŰˇūőŶ ĥŉŶ Ķū ĦƁŅŠūőί 

 

ŗūŇū ŬĶŐū ņū ŅŰŏŉŶ ¼ŜūņźƁ ŏƎ Ŝūņ őķ 

śūŅ ĽʇźƁ ŅĶ Ľůŗŉ śūņů ōŉ śūņ ŬŉŎūĲĸŶ ¼ 

ĤƁňŶőū Ľō ĶŎů ĥĮĸū Ľůŗŉ ŏƎ ¼ 

śūŐū ōŉ őŻŘŉů Ķů Ĳő śūņ œŶ ĽūĲĸŶί 

 

ĥ Ņź ĸĮ ŅŰŏ  ¼œŶŬĶŉ ŬŅőƁĸŶ ŏƎ ŬœŋŀĶő ¼  

ŘŜŉūħ ōĽů ņů  ¼ŋő ŅŰˇūőů śŰŋŰŇƈåĮåŞūĶ ŋőί  

ŏŶŜƁŇů ŗūœů ŜūņźƁ śŶ Ŭœķ őŜů Ɵſ ŉūŏ¼ 

ŅˇūőŶ ŘŜūŇŅ Ķů ĽœŅů ƞħ ŬĻŅū ĶŶ  őūķ ŋőί 

 

ŅŰŏ Ĥŋŉů Ŝő ōūŅ ŏŰľŶ ĤǙő ōŅūŅŶ ņŶ ¼ 

ĮĶ ĥŞőů ŋŷşūŏ ŇŶ śĶŅŶ ņŶ ŅŰŏί 

ŅŰŏ ŏŰľśŶ ĶŎů Ŏů ĶŰ ļ ŉŜůƁ ļŰŋūŅŶ ņŶί 

ĮĶ ĤœŬŗŇū Ņź ĶŜ śĶŅŶ ņŶ ŅŰŏί 

 

œĸŅū Ŝŷ įśū ŬĶ ĶūŘ ¼ĮĶ ōūő ĥ ĽūŅŶ ¼  

ĤœŬŗŇū ĶŜŉŶ ĶŶ  ōŜūŉŶ ¼ĮĶ ŏŰœūŝūŅ Ķő ĽūŅŶί 
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ŬĻȥů Őū śɻŶŘ ¼Ķŷ śŶ Ňűſ ŏƑ ŅŰˇƎ ¼  

ŇŇƈ Ķů Ňū̏ūſ Ķŷ śŶ ōŅūĩſ  ŏƑ ŅŰˇƎί 

 

 

ŏŻŅ ŅŰˇƎ ĥħ  ¼Ňţŉ ŞŰŇ Ķź ŏƑŉŶ Ķő ŬœŐūί 

ŬĻŅū ĽœŅů őŜů ŅŰˇūőů ¼ŝţŉ ŏƑŉŶ ŋŜŉ ŬœŐūί 

ŝţŉ ŏƑŉŶ ŋŜŉ ŬœŐūί 
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Rupwanti Kanu 

 
This is Rupwanti Kanu from Deoria. She appearing intermediate in CBSE. 

She loves to write their own views in their own words. She also like 

gardening and sports 
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How to make a Bad Day Better 

 
Boost up your bad day with your bright smile, 

Throw all problems from your mind, 

By one mistake don't waste your whole day, 

Something happens bad in every day of life, 

It's doesn't mean you lost your living inspiration, 

It's a lesson for learning something new, 

 
Life is the name of keep going on always, 

So, dear don't waste your time to thinking about your bad memories of 

your day or of your life, 

Life is beautiful beautiful just open your eyes after bad things, 

You will see that sometimes of the day, 

 Is going to be bad but gaves us, 

A beautiful knowledge for the day and for the life also. 
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Sandheep G 

 
His name is G.Sandheep.  He has completed B.Com Computer 

Application.  He was born in Tamil Nadu and raised in Erode district.  He 

gives his imagination and creates poetry.  One of his favorites is the 

baby in this world. 
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Mahh crazy love  

 
 At first glance ... 

 I gave away my mind! ... 

 
 On the second look ... 

 I took you to jail! 

 
 Seeing you with father .. 

 Push and I went too! 

 
 When I see you with my brother ... 

 Quietly I went too! 

 
 When I see you with my    husband ... 

 Feeling the failure of love! ... 

 
 Decent sweetheart is mine! 

 
 Bloom in my heart ... 

 Fallen in my heart ... 

 Unspoken love! ... 

 This is a one-on-one love! ... 

 
_Sandy99 
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Neha Gupta 

 
She is Neha Gupta. Her father's name is parmeshwar Shah. She lives in 

Delhi. She is in 11th class. She is very passionate about singing and 

writing.she loves to express her feelings by writing and in future. 

She wants to be a good writer. 
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ŬŌĽűœ Ķů ōūŅŶ  

ƞĥ ĶőŅů ņů ĨŉśŶ 

Ĩŉ ŬŌĽűœ Ķů ōūŅźƁ ŏƎ 

ņźšů ʕūő ŗūœů œšūħ  

Ŏů ƞĥ ĶőŅů ņů ĨŉśŶ 

ĶŰ ļ ōūŅŶ ŏĽūĶ ŏƎ Ŝů 

ĶŜ ŬŇŐū ĶőŅŶ ņŶ ĨŉśŶ Ŝŏ 

ŅźĶŰ ļŬŇœśŶŬŉĶœů 

ōūŅź Ķź Ŝů ŏĽūĶ Ķū ŉūŏ 

ŇŶ ŬŇŐū ĶőŅŶ ņŶ Ŝŏ 

ōś Ħśů ŅőŜ ĨŉĶů  

Ňź̏ů Ķź śƁŎūœ ĶŶ  őķū ŜŏŉŶ 

ĳő ĤŋŉŶ ʕūő Ķź ĤŋŉŶ  

ŬŇœ ŏƎ Ŝů ŬĽƁŇū őķū Ŝŏ ŉŶ 
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Md Shahe Alam 

 
My Self MD SHAHE ALAM. I Am A Student Of MCA. I Belong To Patna 

City, Patna, Bihar. 
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ĶōůőőƁĸ 

 

(1) ŇŶőśŶĨŁŉŶĶūśōōĶŷ śŶōŅūŅūĹőŏƑÀ¼ 

ĮĶŠţūŏŰľŶśźŉŶŉŜůƁŇŶŅūőūŅŎőÀËË 

 

(2) įŇŇƈ-Į-ŅʌūħĥĽūŏŶőŶŋūśÀ¼ 

ŬŌőśŶœŻŀĥŐūŜŷŅŶőūķőůŇūő...|| 

 

(3) ŏŶőůŏźŜʪŅŏƎĽōĹŰŀŉœĸŉŶœĸŶÀ¼ 

ļźłĽūŉūŏŰľŶĦŠūŠŅŜŷŅŰˇƎÀËË 

 

(4) ŏźŜʪŅŏƎĤōĳőĦŠūţūŜźŉŶœĸūÀ¼ 

ĽōśŶŏŶőūŏŜōűōŬōƁŇůœĸūŉŶœĸūÀËË 

 

(5) ŅŶőŶōūŇŉŠőŉŜůƁĥŅůŏŰľŶĶźħĳőŏƁŬĽœÀ¼ 

ŬĶśůĳőĶūŜźŉūŏŶőŶōśĶůōūŅŉŜůƁÀËË 

 

(6) ŏŰľśŶĶőĶŶ ĤŋŉŶŏŘƛŬŌŐŅĶūōŜūŉū, 

ŗźŏŰśœśœŬĶśůĶŶ őūōŅŶŏƎŜŷ || 

 

(7) ŇŶķūĽźĦ˷ĥſķŏƎĶŜŉŶœĸūŅōůō.., 

ĤţśźśŅŰŏĦœūĽĶŶ ŝūŬōœŉŜůƁőŜŶÀËË 

 

(8) ŜŏśŶ̵ūŇūōŶĹőĶŻŉŜźĸūĤōÀ¼ 

ŜŏŬĶśůĶůƛŜśŶŬŉĶūœŶĸĮŜƑÀÀÁÁ 
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Obinna Chilekezi 

 
Obinna Chilekezi is a Nigerian poet whose works have appeared in 

anthologies and journals. He is the author of three collections of poems 

and also an insurance practitioner. One of his books on insurance won 

the prestigious African Insurance Organization Book Award in 2016. 
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Season of adversity 

                                          By Obinna Chilekezi 

 
In this our season of anomalies 

The locust eats up the field, a swarm 

Of bees hives at our doorstep, cries 

Here and there, now and then, a  

Pathetic season of war, disease, of death 

And mankind not helping matters, and 

Humankind turns the field into canvas, where 

He paints in blood, through avoidable wars 

And premature deaths at warfronts 

 
It's a season of anomalies, hunger rules 

The land, and mankind stockpile weapons 

Of war, glorifying self in death than in life 

Giving, a season that motivates adversity 

To blossom and bloom from day to night. 
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Priti Rawat 

 
ĦŉĶū ŉūŏ ƬůŬŅ őūŗŅ Ŝŷί ĦŉĶŶ  ŬŋŅūĽů Ķū ŉūŏ Ƴů ŋƁĻŏ ŬśƁŜ őūŗŅ Ŝŷί ŐŜ 

ŏűœ ƛŋ śŶ ķŶšū Æɨūőůķūœ ÅŬŉŗūśů ŜƑί ŐŜ ŏŜūŬŗɦūœŐ œƑśłūĨŉ Ķů ĶŶ  

ļūƧū Ŝŷί ŐŜ Įŉśůśů Ķŷ łŶŀ ĶŶ  śūņåśūņ ĮĶ ̠ŐƁśŶŗů Ŏů őŜ ĻŰĶů Ŝŷί ĦʌƎ 

ŬŜƁŇů ŬŗŚŐ ŏƎ ƚŬĻ őķŉŶ ĶŶ  śūņåśūņ ĸŢŗū œů ŏƎ Ŏů ĶŬŗŅūĮƁ ŬœķŉŶ Ķū ŘŻĶ 

Ŝŷί  

ĦŉĶūĦƁ̎ūƢūŏŜƑłœŜŷ @pritirawat497 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


